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Objectives

• Participants will be able to describe the ABCD formula 

for writing IEP goals.

• Participants will be able to state at least 3 reasons 

measurable goals are a benefit for the student.

• Participants will identify at least 3 ways to use data 
collection to measure IEP goals.



Why Are Measurable Goals So Important?

They are “a statement outlining the academic 

and behavioral changes that the team expects 

to see in the 12 months that follow”– Terri 

Chiara Johnston, Data Without Tears

Required by Article 7 (511 IAC 7-42-6 (f)(2)

Goals are the chance to highlight a student’s 

gains over the course of a year. 



How do I know where to start with goal 

writing?

•Come directly from "need" statements in present 

levels.

•What you expect student to attain in the next year.

•Focus on the student's greatest barriers to learning.

"We teach many things, but what will we measure

this year?"

.



https://www.indianaieprc.org/images/lcmats/iepprocess/sagoals/GoalsCriteriaChecklist.pdf

https://www.indianaieprc.org/images/lcmats/iepprocess/sagoals/GoalsCriteriaChecklist.pdf


Goals are driven by strong present levels.

• Progress monitoring should report a student's progress on 

goals within the last 12 months. 

• As you are writing present levels, note areas you mention 

as weaknesses or needs—these should be your goals. 

• May consider asking more specific questions of Gen Ed 

teachers.





Sources for Math Present Levels 
•Education City 

•Work Samples 

•KTEA

•Classroom Summative Assessments

•Ixl.com 

•Interventioncentral.com

•MASSI (Project Success website)

•eduCLIMBER Reports 

•Self-created data collection forms 

•Math U See Reports



More Sources for Math Present Levels
•Curriculum based reports 

•Bridges Assessments and intervention materials. 

•Unity Reports 

•Weekly assessments 

•ISTEP Reports 

•NWEA (Learning Continuum)

•Khan Academy  

•Qualitative info from classroom teacher

•Observation and checklists using ISTAR KR  

•Early Learning Standards 



Sources for Reading/Writing Present Levels
•KTEA

•Classroom Summative Assessments

•Read 180 Reports

•Edmark reading program

•PSAT/PreACT

•Newsela

•Interventioncentral.com

•Reading A-Z/ RAZ-Kids

•LASSI (project success website)

•Sonday



More Sources for Reading/Writing Present Levels

•Easycbm.com

•eduCLIMBER Reports 

•Individual Growth & Development Indicators of Early Literacy 

•Snap and Read 

•Blackburn-cramp rubric 

•Spelling City  

•Education City 

•Six Standards rubrics 

•Newsela

•Oral Reading Fluency



Sources for Reading/Writing Present Levels Cont.

•Phonics Assessments- Quick Phonics Assessments 

•Progress monitoring from BOY screeners Wonders McGraw-Hill 

•MAZE Comprehension

•Six Standards rubrics

•Imagine Learning  

•WIDA assessments 

•Letter Naming fluency 

•Non-Sense Word fluency 

•Decodables 

•ISTAR KR Reports 



Discuss a preferred source for 
gathering information for Present 
Levels of Performance that is not 
listed. 



IN IEP Resource Center Goal Development 
Checklist



Measurable Goals=Friendly Goals

• Write what you mean– if you have to explain it, it 

is not clear!

• If you can’t think of a way to progress monitor, 

it’s probably not measurable.

• If in doubt, pitch it to a co-worker!



Using the ABCD Method
from

Data Without Tears



A=Audience

This is simply the student's name!



B=Behavior

Behavior is a VISIBLE action. It is specific action 

you expect to SEE the student to perform.

• Based on specific access skills identified as learning barriers for the 

student.

• Think of how your student can show you the Content Connectors.

• Observable, measurable, verifiable, and repeatable.

• Cannot be invisible or open to interpretations.



Content Connectors=Access Skills



IN IEP Resource Center Goal Development 
Checklist



Unpacking 
Standards 
can help 
identify 
access 
skills.



Action Words that can help define 
the behavior you want SEE:

• Writes

• Draws

• Points to

• States

• Lists

• Performs

• Circles

• Touches

• Walks

• Sorts

• Initiate

• Sings

• Underlines

• Puts on

• Pours

• Counts

• Gives

• Names

• Matches

• Reads orally

• Constructs

• Verbalize

Johnston, Terri Chiara. Data Without Tears: How to Write Measurable Educational Goals and 

Collect Meaningful Data, Second Edition. Research Press Publishers. 2014. pp15-16.



Words to Avoid

• Identifies

• Understands

• Demonstrates

• Appreciates

• Recognizes

• Communicates

• Is able to

• Solves

• Tolerates

• Manipulates

• Participates

• Comprehends

• Respects

• Improves

• Feels

• Believes

• Tries

• Develops

• Enjoy

• Contribute

Johnston, Terri Chiara. Data Without Tears: How to Write Measurable Educational Goals and Collect 

Meaningful Data, Second Edition. Research Press Publishers. 2014. p 16.



Vague Behavior Statements Clear Behavior Statements

Will understand memory concepts Will orally count nickels, dimes, and quarters 

up to $2.

Will Improve written essays Will write a paragraph containing 100 words or 

more.

Will demonstrate appropriate social skills. Will look at the speaker when greeting the 

person.

Will understand the difference between two 

similar objects.

Will verbalize the differences between two 

similar objects (e.g. A red code and a red 

square, a brown bear and a black bear, etc.)

Will recognize size. Will point to a small, medium, or large item 

when named.

Will be successful in a 6th grade social studies 

course.

Will state cause and effect relationships.

Will make wise choices when upset. Will choose a self-calming strategy from a list 

of pre-learned and practiced techniques.

*Modified from Johnston, Terri Chiara. Data Without Tears: How to Write Measurable Educational 

Goals and Collect Meaningful Data, Second Edition. Research Press Publishers. 2014.



Timeline

Can help 

“chunk” the 

annual goal 

based on time

Task Analysis

Can outline 

steps needed to 

obtain the overall 

goal

If Annual Goals are to be measurable as 
they stand alone, how do Short Term 

Objectives fit in?

Decreasing level 

of support

Can show the 

progression 

toward 

independence



Skill-based goals can be tricky!

• Begin a task within 1 minute

• Remain in seat for 10 minutes

• Complete a self-reflection after 

aggression

• Label emotion on a 5 point scale

• Request a break

• Fill out a personal crisis plan 

template

• Independently log assignments 

using technology

• Remain on task for 20 minutes

• Request help

• Complete a Goal-Plan-Do 

checklist

• Complete work-review checklist

• Write down 3 strategies in a 

recovery plan

Examples for Behavior 

Management Goals

Examples for Task/Work 

Completion Goals



Skill-based goals can be tricky!

• Record contacts in a Self-Advocacy Plan

• Deliver accommodations to teachers

• Ask a question via email

• Visit the resource room

• Write a letter to teacher explaining what helps me learn

• Bring an agenda to my monthly TOR meeting 

Examples for Self-Advocacy Goals



Practice Identifying a Specific Action

How can you make this action more observable?

Communicate 

stressors

Recognize spelling 

errors

Comprehend a 

paragraph

Complete homework

Improve 

grammar skills

Solve a Word 

Problem Improve decoding 

skills



Using data and your professional 
experience, you know your 
student best!

It’s all about balance: part art, part 
science.



C= Condition

Condition is the context in which you 

expect the student to perform the new skill.

The materials needed to display the target behavior. 



IN IEP Resource Center Goal Development 
Checklist



• Given written instructions

• Upon entering the classroom

• At circle time

• On the playground

• In the gym

• During transition between 

activities

• During independent work time

• Given a voice-output device

• During passing period

• Given verbal prompts

• Given 20 problems

• Given a choice of three

• With a  model

• After a lecture

• Upon completion of an activity

• Given a diagram

• With partial physical assistance

• Given a calculator

• Provided with picture cards

• From a word bank

• Provided a vocabulary list

• With physical assistance

• After verbal direction

• After listening to a story

• At unstructured times

Examples of Conditions



Specially 
Designed 
Instruction

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?feature=youtu.be&

utm_content=&utm_medi

um=email&utm_name=&

utm_source=govdelivery

&utm_term=&v=otOD4Ak

XKlI

A description of the 

specialized teaching 

strategies and methods used 

to address a student’s 

unique needs. 

https://www.doe.in.gov/sites/default/files/special

ed/specially-designed-instruction.pdf

IN DOE Short Share:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&utm_content=&utm_medium=email&utm_name=&utm_source=govdelivery&utm_term=&v=otOD4AkXKlI
https://www.doe.in.gov/sites/default/files/specialed/specially-designed-instruction.pdf


D=Degree

Stated in terms of accuracy, speed, or occurrence, 

NOT grade level.

Degree is what you consider to be 

acceptable performance of a skill.

Data is NOT opinion.

Should start at student's baseline and be reasonable for one year's 

growth--Does not have to be at 80% accuracy for every student!



IN IEP Resource Center Goal Development 
Checklist



• Number correct

• Fifteen of 20 correct responses

• Within a 5 minute period

• Label all 10 items correctly

• With 85% accuracy across all 

observations

• All 20 target problems correctly

• Read 25 new sight words

• Four of five trials

• On five consecutive trials

• Complete all steps

• With no more than 5 errors

• Two times per month

• Words per minute

Examples of Degree



Based on previous data and your 
knowledge of the student, the 
degree of the goal will be a 
balance of high expectations and 
realistic expectations. 



Progress Monitoring
"How will I progress monitor this goal?"

Progress Monitoring:



Data, Data, Data

• Tally number of events (e.g. out-of-area behavior, TOR check-ins, using coping 

strategies)

• Rubrics (e.g. writing essays, providing explanations, study habits)

• Task analysis checklists (e.g. washing hands, opening locker, school job, order of 

operations)

• Tracking Sheet (e.g. accepting directives, greeting others, appropriate volume)

• Student reflection sheet (e.g. de-escalation review, interpreting social situations, test 

results)

• Logs completed by the student (e.g. recording assignments, checking grades)

• Random Moment Sampling (e.g. time on task, personal space, refrain from touching 

others)

• Timed events (e.g. math problems/words per minute, time to begin task, productivity in 

a job)

• Scatter plot (e.g aggressive behavior, self-injurious behavior, self-advocating)



Other creative ways to take data
• Move paper clips from one pocket to another.

• Use clickers to count occurrences. You can even purchase clickers that will 

count two things on one clicker to obtain a percentage or comparison.

• Use a sticky note with tally marks on student desk or have students color in 

blocks on a bar graph or plot points on a line graph.

• Move popsicle sticks from one jar to another based on the action observed.

• Use talk chips or tokens to count instances in a designated period.

• Stickers, checkmarks, or color in blocks on a classroom chart.

• Have another adult, such as an Instructional Aide observe in time intervals.

• Issue a puzzle piece for desired behavior.

• Add marbles to a jar to determine instances over time.

• Put a strip of masking tape on your leg to collect tallies when you don't have 

enough hands for a clipboard. Tape it in a notebook later when you have a 

chance to sit down!

• Use the sticky note template. Collect data on the sticky note templates and 

then transfer to a notebook. Track multiple students at once using this 

method.



Alternatives to Percentages



Different size post-it notes 

can be used for mobile 

Task Analysis charts.



Any physical item that a 

student completes 

consistently can be used to 

track accuracy or amount of 

instances.



Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

ELA/SS Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Math/Science Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Did Michael bring all required materials to class today?

Tracking Sheets can 

be simple!





Core Vocabulary Tracking

Student___________________________________

I

Want

Play

More

Mad

eat

drink

more

Look

Down

Up

Stop

Fast

Go

Help

Slow

Walk

No

like

Use your staff and peer helpers to help track data!  Make data 

as portable and transferable as possible!



More Student-

Produced Data 

Tracking Ideas



Example Reading Goals

After reading a 5th grade level passage, Bob will write the main idea in 4/5 

opportunities.

Given a fill-in-the blank format, Lee will match words to their use in context 

from a field of up to 5 with an average of 80% accuracy.

Given visual materials presented in a field of 3 and a verbal prompt, Jay 

will point to 20 new sight words with 80% accuracy.

Given text at instructional level, Mario will cite 3 pieces of textual evidence 

that supports the main idea of the text in 80% of measured opportunities.



Example Math Goals

Given a word problem, Brittany will name the operation needed to 

solve the problem with 80% of instances.

Given a multi-step word problem, Erica will complete all steps with 

80% accuracy in 4/5 opportunities

Given real coins and bills up to $20, Libby will match currency to its 

value with 80% accuracy.

When given linear equations with up to 3 steps, Claire will complete all 

steps on 80% of data samplings.

When given linear equations with up to 3 steps, James will correctly 

calculate a solution with 80% accuracy.



Example Writing Goals

In response to a writing prompt, Jon will write a 6 sentence paragraph 

with less than 5 spelling errors after using a spell checking tool.

Given a second grade level nonfiction reading passage, Timmy will 

write answers to WH questions with 70% accuracy over 3 consecutive 

progress monitoring checks.

Given a written response question, Jessie will generate three sentences 

related to the topic in 3 out of 5 writing opportunities.



Example Behavior Goals

When walking with a group, Joe will stay with the group without 

direct contact from an adult in 4 out of 5 measured trials.

When given a one-step directive by an adult, Joshua will comply 

with the directive 95% of the time during a 30 minute 

observation in 3 different settings.

Chris will document stressful situations and at least 2 coping 

strategies in his self-management journal at least 2Xs per 9 

weeks.



Example Organization/Work 
Completion Goals

Given an correct binder with 90% accuracy monthly binder checks by staff.

Ricky will independently fill out a weekly planning sheet 

for 3 consecutive weeks.

James will independently fill in his agenda for 15 consecutive days.

When provided with a Goal, Plan, Do worksheet, Ashley will record the 

steps a writing assignment at least 3 times in a semester.



Troubleshooting Practice



Abby will demonstrate socially-appropriate 

behaviors in all school settings by 

refraining from use of verbal or physical 

aggression when becoming frustrated for 8 

of 10 instances during a school day.

• “demonstrate” is not a skill

• Is it possible to monitor 10 instances in a school 

day?

• How will you monitor “all school settings”?

• What socially-acceptable behaviors do you hope to 

see?



• Multiply up to what number?

• Increase his ability from what?

• “and” indicates more than one skill

• Recall is not a visible behavior

Seth will increase his ability to recall 

addition and subtraction facts 

with 80% accuracy.



Given real money, Tina will identify coins 

and amounts to count change and dollars 

for amounts up to $5.00 with 80% 

accuracy in 4 out 5 consecutive trials.

• Is the goal identifying coins, amounts of coins, or combining to make 

$5.00?

• This goal lists more than one skill.

• What does 80% accuracy of $5.00 look like?



Xavier will solve grade level math 

problems and use a calculator with 80% 

accuracy.

• What type of math problems?

• “grade level’ should be further defined by the content connector

• Using a calculator is a condition

• "and" indicates there are 2 skills involved

• What does current progress monitoring show? Is 80% a realistic 

percentage?



Mario will use respectful language when 

talking with adults and peers 90% of the 

time on 9/10 days as measured by student 

reflection sheet.

• Can you document 100% of his comments in order to determine 

that 90% of them were respectful?

• What is considered “respectful language”?

• What behavior do you want to see specifically (reducing 

interruptions, refrain from profanity, speak without name-calling)?

• You can target several disrespectful behaviors, but only track 

data on the one that makes your life easiest!



Goal Writing Template



Kimberly Lobosky

Kdlobosky@avon-schools.org

With Contributions from:

Allison Matthews

Cassy Wheeler

Candace Whorton

mailto:Kdlobosky@avon-schools.org


Resources:

Johnson, Matt. Writing Standards-Aligned Goals. Indiana IEP Resource 

Center. 2017.

Johnston, Terri Chiara. Data Without Tears: How to Write Measurable 

Educational Goals and Collect Meaningful Data, Second Edition. 

Research Press Publishers. 2014

https://www.indianaieprc.org/

http://www.projectsuccessindiana.com/images/2016-

2017districts/MichiganCity/11-28/UnpackingStandardsFlowChart.pdf

https://www.understood.org/~/media/6dc6cc890e1d4bd2b85670ab2f62

c446.pdf

https://www.indianaieprc.org/
http://www.projectsuccessindiana.com/images/2016-2017districts/MichiganCity/11-28/UnpackingStandardsFlowChart.pdf
https://www.understood.org/~/media/6dc6cc890e1d4bd2b85670ab2f62c446.pdf

